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5.0rc2: content duplicated at saving time (seems related to usage of hidden headings)

Status
● Open

Subject
5.0rc2: content duplicated at saving time (seems related to usage of hidden headings)

Version
3.x
4.x
5.x

Category
• Error

Feature
Wiki (page view, edit, history, rename, etc)
Wiki Syntax (text area, parser, external wiki, etc)

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Xavier de Pedro

Lastmod by
Xavier de Pedro

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 🗙

Description
This has happened to me seldom on different tikis (3.x, 4.x and nowadays, even 5x!) on different servers, and it’s very annoying for users or admins, since after you make a simple edit to some page, for some reason, it gets the content duplicated after saving your small edit. And it can be repeated 3 times, if you edit again, 4 time if edit again,. ..... I could only avoid it by rollbaking to the last version without those duplications.

Confirmed that this bug (related to the collapsible headings) is not fixed either yet in 5.0rc2. It seems to show up in some pages were collapsible headings; I mean:
Reproduced recently here:

r-help-es.ourproject.org

I just edited the

```
{rss id=1}
```

to change it for

```
{rss id=1:2}
```

as far as I remember, after a few previews and changes in the content before saving.

Then, the content was saved twice.

See the diff above and the resulting page:


This site is using tiki5.0rc2, no ajax, and wysiwyg editor enabled, even if not used on that page.

I can provide admin access to that site to any coder willing to check this issue.

---

Initially reported as a comment to this other similar bug report:

http://dev.tikiwiki.org/bug2727

Importance

8

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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